Field Definitions for Class Compare Reports

- College
- Department
- New Term - Current/Future term
- course
- Title
- New Sections - Number of section offerings - Current/Future term
- New Cap - Sum of Enrollment Capacities - Current/Future term
- New Enroll - Sum of Enrollments - Current/Future term
- New Cap-Enroll - Available Seats - Current/Future term
- Prior Course - Comparison course - if Blank course was not taught prior term
- Prior Term - Comparison term
- Prior Sect - Number of section offerings - Prior term
- Prior Cap - Sum of Enrollment Capacities - Prior term
- Prior Enroll - Sum of Enrollments - Prior term
- Prior Avg Capl - Available Seats - Prior term
- Prior Avg Enroll - Average enrollment per section - Prior term
- Capacity Change - Change in Enrollment Capacity from Prior term vs. Current/Future term
- Enroll Change - Change in Enrollments from Prior term vs. Current/Future term
- New Cap/Old Enroll - Difference between prior term enrollment and Current/Future term course capacity
- Career